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Absorbed dose:Absorbed dose:

Energy absorbed per unit massEnergy absorbed per unit mass

1 Gray (Gy)  =  1 J/kg1 Gray (Gy)  =  1 J/kg

Dose range for sterilization: 10 Dose range for sterilization: 10 -- 5500 kGykGy

Dose range for dose setting: 1 Dose range for dose setting: 1 -- 10 kGy10 kGy

Realization by Realization by calorimetrycalorimetry::

dose  =  dose  =  ΔΔT*CpT*Cp

related through basic physical properties and related through basic physical properties and 
definitionsdefinitions
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Dosimeter systemsDosimeter systems

Response based on physical or chemical changesResponse based on physical or chemical changes
in a materialin a material

temperaturetemperature
colour (UV colour (UV –– VIS VIS –– IR)IR)
luminescence (TL luminescence (TL –– OSL)OSL)
radical concentration (EPR)radical concentration (EPR)
viscosityviscosity
electrical conductivityelectrical conductivity
optical rotationoptical rotation
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Dosimeter propertiesDosimeter properties

response functionresponse function

temperature effectstemperature effects

humidity effectshumidity effects

dose rate influencedose rate influence

stability before and after stability before and after 

irradiationirradiation
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Examples of dosimeter systems for eExamples of dosimeter systems for e-- 

beambeam

calorimeterscalorimeters

radiochromicradiochromic film dosimetersfilm dosimeters

alanine / EPRalanine / EPR
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Calorimeter for dose measurement at electron acceleratorCalorimeter for dose measurement at electron accelerator
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Graphite Graphite 
calorimetercalorimeter

OnOn--line irradiationline irradiation

Change of Change of 
temperature as a temperature as a 
function of timefunction of time
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Graphite Graphite 
calorimetercalorimeter

Conveyor  Conveyor  
irradiationirradiation

Change of Change of 
temperature as a temperature as a 
function of timefunction of time
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Polystyrene Polystyrene 
calorimetercalorimeter

Conveyor  Conveyor  
irradiationirradiation

Change of Change of 
temperature as a temperature as a 
function of timefunction of time
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CalorimeterCalorimeter

Measures change in temperatureMeasures change in temperature

Dose range:Dose range:

Graphite 1.5 Graphite 1.5 ––
 

15 kGy15 kGy

Polystyrene 3 Polystyrene 3 ––
 

40 kGy40 kGy

Stable signal for 10 minutes (polystyrene)Stable signal for 10 minutes (polystyrene)

Reproducibility less than 1%, 1.s.dReproducibility less than 1%, 1.s.d

Measurement instrument: DGVMMeasurement instrument: DGVM
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Change of colourChange of colour

ExampleExample

RisRisøø B3 dosimeterB3 dosimeter

Visible absorption Visible absorption 
spectrumspectrum

RadiochromicRadiochromic film dosimetersfilm dosimeters
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RadiochromicRadiochromic film film 
dosimetersdosimeters

Change of colourChange of colour

Calibration curve of B3 Calibration curve of B3 
dosimeter filmdosimeter film

(OD = Absorption)(OD = Absorption)
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RadiochromicRadiochromic 
film dosimetersfilm dosimeters

Change of colourChange of colour

Response function of Response function of 
B3 dosimeter filmB3 dosimeter film

Risø B3-06 Gamma UV4

y = 1,2080E-06x3 - 4,3548E-04x2 + 8,0201E-02x + 2,6373E-01
R2 = 9,9958E-01
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RdiochromicRdiochromic
 

film dosimetersfilm dosimeters

Measures change absorptionMeasures change absorption

Dose range:Dose range:

RisRisøø
 

B3B3
 

3 3 ––
 

100 kGy100 kGy

GEX WinDose GEX WinDose ––
 

DoseStix 3DoseStix 3--
 

100 kGy100 kGy

Far West Technology FWTFar West Technology FWT
 

1 1 ––
 

80 kGy80 kGy

CTA 10 CTA 10 ––
 

300 kGy300 kGy
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RdiochromicRdiochromic
 

film dosimetersfilm dosimeters

Measures change absorptionMeasures change absorption

Response change with time after irradiationResponse change with time after irradiation

RisRisøø
 

––
 

GEX GEX ––
 

FWT stable FWT stable --
 

almost almost --
 

after after 
heating heating 

Reproducibility less than 3%, 1.s.dReproducibility less than 3%, 1.s.d

Measurement instrument:Measurement instrument:

Spectrophotometer or ScannerSpectrophotometer or Scanner
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RisRisøøScanScan
 A new measurement systemA new measurement system
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Dose mapping Dose mapping --
 

RisRisøøScanScan

Dosimeter film

Dose along
X-axis

Dose along
Y-axis
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Alanine dosimeterAlanine dosimeter

Alanine Alanine 
pellets or pellets or 
filmsfilms

for electron or for electron or 
gamma gamma 
reference reference 
dosimetrydosimetry
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Alanine DosimetryAlanine Dosimetry

Radical concentrationRadical concentration

EPR = ESREPR = ESR

Electron Paramagnetic Electron Paramagnetic 

Resonance spectrumResonance spectrum

of irradiated alanine pelletof irradiated alanine pellet
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Alanine Alanine 

DosimetryDosimetry
AH587B recalib measured

y = -1,0856E-07x4 + 4,8485E-05x3 - 9,4523E-03x2 + 
1,0961E+00x + 5,7123E-03

R2 = 9,9998E-01
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Alanine Alanine 

DosimetryDosimetry

ResponseResponse as a as a 
function of function of 
irradiation irradiation 
temperaturetemperature

AH592A Gamma temp (normalized) 

y = 1,46E-03x + 9,63E-01
R2 = 9,29E-01
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Alanine DosimetryAlanine Dosimetry

Measures free radical concentrationMeasures free radical concentration

Pellets or filmsPellets or films

Dose range:  10 Gy Dose range:  10 Gy ––
 

100 kGy100 kGy

Stable signal for more than one yearStable signal for more than one year

Reproducibility less than 0.5%, 1.s.dReproducibility less than 0.5%, 1.s.d

Measurement instrument:Measurement instrument:

EPR spectrometerEPR spectrometer
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Other dosimetersOther dosimeters

GAFchromic (com)GAFchromic (com)
Visible absorptionVisible absorption

< 1 Gy < 1 Gy ––
 

50+ kGy50+ kGy

PE PE ––
 

PolyethylenePolyethylene

IR absorptionIR absorption

10 10 ––
 

100 kGy100 kGy

PVC PVC --
 

polyvinylchloridepolyvinylchloride
Visible absorptionVisible absorption

5 5 ––
 

50+ kGy50+ kGy
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CalibrationCalibration
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CalibrationCalibration

ISO 11137ISO 11137--1, sect 4.3.41, sect 4.3.4

““Dosimetry used in the development, Dosimetry used in the development, 
validation and routine control of validation and routine control of 
the sterilization process shall have the sterilization process shall have 
measurement traceability to measurement traceability to 
national or international national or international 
standards and shall have a known standards and shall have a known 
level of uncertainty.level of uncertainty.””

Can only be obtained through Can only be obtained through 
calibrationcalibration
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CalibrationCalibration

Dosimeters used in radiation processingDosimeters used in radiation processing

must be calibrated.must be calibrated.

MethodMethod::

1.1.
 

IrradiateIrradiate
 

dosimetersdosimeters
 

to to knownknown
 

dosesdoses

2.2.
 

MeasureMeasure
 

responseresponse

3.3.
 

EstablishEstablish
 

responseresponse
 

functionfunction
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Calibration Example:  Calibration Example:  AlanineAlanine

MathematicalMathematical fitfit 
betweenbetween dosedose 
and and responseresponse

Dose = f(R)Dose = f(R)

oror

R = f(dose)R = f(dose)

AnyAny functionfunction cancan 
bebe used.used.
Example:Example:
3rd order3rd order
polynomialpolynomial

AH592A gamma 3rd

y = 2,5366E-05x3 - 7,8383E-03x2 + 1,0437E+00x + 
1,4037E-01

R2 = 9,9995E-01
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Calibration Example:   AlanineCalibration Example:   Alanine

MathematicalMathematical fitfit 
betweenbetween dosedose 
and and responseresponse

AnyAny functionfunction cancan 
bebe usedused..

Example:Example:

4th order4th order

PolynomialPolynomial

AH592A gamma 4th
y = -1,9061E-07x4 + 6,4366E-05x3 - 1,0256E-02x2 + 

1,0891E+00x + 5,9504E-03
R2 = 9,9998E-01
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Calibration Example:  Calibration Example:  AlanineAlanine

SelectionSelection ofof 
functionfunction 
basedbased onon 
evaluationevaluation ofof 
residualresidual plotplot

This plot This plot 
contains a contains a 
function function –– the the 
residuals are residuals are 
not randomnot random

AH592 gamma 3rd residual
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Calibration Example:  Calibration Example:  AlanineAlanine

SelectionSelection ofof 
functionfunction 
basedbased onon 
evaluationevaluation ofof 
residualresidual plotplot

This plot This plot 
contains no contains no 
function function –– the the 
residuals  residuals  
randomrandom

AH592A gamma 4th residual
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MethodsMethods
 

ofof
 

CalibrationCalibration

RecommendedRecommended
 

methodmethod::

InIn--plant calibrationplant calibration

CalibrateCalibrate
 

by by irradiationirradiation
 

at at thethe
 

facilityfacility
 wherewhere

 
thethe

 
dosimetersdosimeters

 
areare

 
usedused..

DoseDose
 

measuredmeasured
 

by reference by reference dosimeters.dosimeters.

This method allows environmental This method allows environmental 
influence factors to neglected influence factors to neglected ––

 
almost!almost!
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MethodsMethods
 

ofof
 

CalibrationCalibration

InIn--plant calibrationplant calibration

ImportantImportant

The routine dosimeter and the reference The routine dosimeter and the reference 
dosimeter must receive the same dose.dosimeter must receive the same dose.

Use phantoms.Use phantoms.
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MethodsMethods
 

ofof
 

CalibrationCalibration

ElectronElectron

beambeam

phantophanto
 mmRef dosimeter

Routine dosimeter
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MethodsMethods
 

ofof
 

CalibrationCalibration

AlternativeAlternative
 

methodmethod

CalibrateCalibrate
 

by by irradiationirradiation
 

at at calibrationcalibration
 laboratory.laboratory.

When using this method, verification of When using this method, verification of 
dosimeter response in plant must be dosimeter response in plant must be 
carried out.carried out.
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MethodsMethods
 

ofof
 

CalibrationCalibration

RecommendedRecommended
 

reference:reference:

CIRMCIRM--29 (August 1999)29 (August 1999)

Guidelines for the Calibration of Guidelines for the Calibration of 
Dosimeters for use in Radiation Dosimeters for use in Radiation 
ProcessingProcessing
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MeasurementMeasurement
 

TraceabilityTraceability

--
 

an often misused terman often misused term

ISO vocabulary 6.12:ISO vocabulary 6.12:

the property of a result of a measurement the property of a result of a measurement 
whereby it can be related to appropriate whereby it can be related to appropriate 
standards, generally international or national standards, generally international or national 
standards, through an standards, through an 

unbroken chain of comparisonsunbroken chain of comparisons

Measurement Traceability is documented through Measurement Traceability is documented through 
3rd party 3rd party accreditationaccreditation
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Measurement traceability chainMeasurement traceability chain

MeasurementMeasurement TraceabilityTraceability

National standardNational standard

Reference fieldReference field

Transfer dosimeterTransfer dosimeter

22ndnd Lab ref fieldLab ref field

Transfer dosimeterTransfer dosimeter

Irradiation facilityIrradiation facility

Routine dosimeterRoutine dosimeter

Routine dosimeterRoutine dosimeter

Irradiation facilityIrradiation facility

Routine dosimeterRoutine dosimeter
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Reference Reference 
radiation radiation 

fieldfield

Risø
gamma
cell
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AccreditationAccreditation

Measurement Traceability is documented through 3rd party Measurement Traceability is documented through 3rd party 
accreditationaccreditation

International standard for accrediting calibration International standard for accrediting calibration 
laboratories:laboratories:

EN IEC ISO 17025:2005EN IEC ISO 17025:2005

General requirements for the competence of testing General requirements for the competence of testing 
and and calibration laboratoriescalibration laboratories

ContainsContains

ISO 9001 quality management requirementsISO 9001 quality management requirements

Technical requirementsTechnical requirements
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AccreditationAccreditation

AccreditationAccreditation
 

is granted by national accrediting is granted by national accrediting 
organizations.organizations.

In Denmark: DANAKIn Denmark: DANAK

The national accreditations must be evaluated by The national accreditations must be evaluated by 
international organizations. In Europe: European international organizations. In Europe: European 
organization for Accreditation, EA.organization for Accreditation, EA.

Wider international network based on multinational Wider international network based on multinational 
recognition agreements.recognition agreements.
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AccreditationAccreditation

Why accreditation?Why accreditation?

Customer requirementCustomer requirement

Regulatory requirementsRegulatory requirements

3rd party evaluation strengthens technical competence 3rd party evaluation strengthens technical competence 
of laboratoryof laboratory
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Measurement UncertaintyMeasurement Uncertainty

ReferencesReferences

GUM: Guide to the expression of  GUM: Guide to the expression of  
Uncertainty in Measurement (1993) Uncertainty in Measurement (1993) 
(ISO)(ISO)

Guide for Estimating Uncertainties in Guide for Estimating Uncertainties in 
Dosimetry for Radiation ProcessingDosimetry for Radiation Processing

ISO / ASTM 51707ISO / ASTM 51707
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MeasurementMeasurement
 

UncertaintyUncertainty

OneOne
 

classificationclassification::

RandomRandom::
 

ObservedObserved
 

duringduring
 

measurementmeasurement

NonNon--randomrandom::
 

Not Not observedobserved
 

duringduring
 measurementmeasurement

BothBoth
 

contributecontribute
 

to to thethe
 

measurementmeasurement
 

uncertaintyuncertainty
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MeasurementMeasurement
 

UncertaintyUncertainty

BIPM classificationBIPM classification::

Type A:Type A:
 

Uncertainties that are evaluated by applying Uncertainties that are evaluated by applying 
statistical methods to a series of repeated measurementsstatistical methods to a series of repeated measurements

Type B:Type B: Uncertainties that are evaluated by other means Uncertainties that are evaluated by other means 

BothBoth
 

contributecontribute
 

to to thethe
 

measurementmeasurement
 

uncertaintyuncertainty
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The use of an The use of an ““uncertainty budgetuncertainty budget””::

1.1. Evaluate all sources contributing to the uncertainty of the Evaluate all sources contributing to the uncertainty of the 
measurement, Type A measurement, Type A -- BB
•• Type A:Type A:

Uncertainties that are evaluated by applying statistical Uncertainties that are evaluated by applying statistical 
methods to a series of repeated measurementsmethods to a series of repeated measurements

•• Type B:Type B:
Uncertainties that are evaluated by other meansUncertainties that are evaluated by other means

2.2. Combine all sources by taking the square root of the sum of the Combine all sources by taking the square root of the sum of the 
squaressquares

S=S=

3.3. Carry out measurement and calculate uncertaintyCarry out measurement and calculate uncertainty
4.4. Compare Compare ““budgetbudget”” value and measured value value and measured value 

Example!Example!

.....ssss 2
4

2
3

2
2

2
1 ++++

Measurement UncertaintyMeasurement Uncertainty
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Uncertainty in radiation Uncertainty in radiation 

processingprocessing

Rules of thumb:Rules of thumb:

•• 1 s.d.  < 5% is an obtainable value1 s.d.  < 5% is an obtainable value
•• 5%  <  1s.d.  < 10% should be 5%  <  1s.d.  < 10% should be 

improvedimproved
•• 1 s.d. >  10% is poor and efforts 1 s.d. >  10% is poor and efforts 

should be made to improveshould be made to improve

Knowledge of the measurement uncertainty is used for setting proKnowledge of the measurement uncertainty is used for setting process limits.cess limits.

Measurement UncertaintyMeasurement Uncertainty
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temperaturetemperature
humidityhumidity
dose ratedose rate

are difficult to correct for and may act differently at are difficult to correct for and may act differently at 
different dosesdifferent doses

ThereforeTherefore

calibrate using processing conditionscalibrate using processing conditions
calibrate by irradiation in plantcalibrate by irradiation in plant
if calibration is carried out in calibration laboratory, if calibration is carried out in calibration laboratory, 
verify response by irradiation in plantverify response by irradiation in plant

Environmental influence factorsEnvironmental influence factors
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